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Welcome to this edition of the WWESU Howler.
This term almost all of our Explorers were forced to make changes to their DofE
activities, and I have enjoyed seeing everyone adapt and persevere with their

activities. I’m really proud of you all for sticking with it, and it was great to see some
small groups back on the water at the end of the summer. 

 
I am sure we will be back on the water, doing more, before too long. 

 
I am particularly impressed with a small group of Explorers, who, to complete their
volunteering, got together to form a Heritage Team, and have been going through

some archive material belonging to the Unit. They have been reading about some of
our Scouting ancestors: the Rover Scouts of 155 North London. 

 
The 155 North London was formed in 1908, and until Scout Park was purchased,
their Patrols met locally in parks and gardens and the Rovers (what we would call

Explorers) met in the Rover Den, which was in the loft of a house on Alexandra Park
Road. Pretty much a hundred years on, and temporarily unable to meet ourselves,

we’re doing something similar.

The hand-written log books, which the Heritage Team are digitising, tell stories of the
155’s adventures and misadventures. My favourite, which had us in tears, was the

tale of the time the Scouts sneaked away from camp (and from their worried
Leaders!) to chat up the farmers’ daughters at a dance in the village hall - and I've
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known our Explorers to do similar! Teenagers continue to frustrate their Leaders a
century later, but nevertheless I am looking forward to taking the Unit away on an

adventure as soon as possible. 

The most remarkable thing, however, is the resilience that these Scouts from the
early 20th century showed. Their tales of arduous hikes, of heavy rucksacks, and of
bad weather, showed that Scouts then took part in adventurous activities and built
resilience in just the same way that we do now. Their Scouting was shaped (and

sadly stopped) when war broke out, and the last entry in the 155’s log book before
the Rover Crew stopped meeting is below. 

“And so after seven never-to-be-forgotten years, the 155th N.L. Rover Crew handed
over the Den to the Troop and ceased active life. 

We continued to meet regularly for several months with the Rev. W. G. M. Abbot as
R.S.L. but the ever-dwindling numbers, caused through members joining the forces,

overtime, fire watching and evacuation, proved too much for us. 

Although our Rovers are scattered far and wide throughout the world the memories
of the 155 will never fade.

The sun sets on one Crew but it will rise again on our successors when peace
comes, who, we hope, will be as happy as we were in Rovering.”

There is a happy ending to the story though: The 155 Rover Crew restarted after the
war and despite many changes of name, caused by merging with other groups, there
is to this day an enthusiastic teenage presence in our community. We have not faced
anything like the challenges that those Rovers were facing then, and their entries are
certainly very humbling, but I hope that they give everyone a bit of encouragement,

and I like to think that Wild Wolf ESU is doing well by the Rovers of the 155 by
making the most of things and always doing our best.

Read on for a round up of everything that happened last term. Despite everything we
have still managed to fit in a huge amount.

I look forward to seeing you all when the Autumn term starts on Tuesday the 8th
September. 

 
- Marlon, ESL
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Our Thank You Video
In celebration of our fantastic key workers, supportive families and
other lockdown heroes, the Wild Wolf Explorers came together to
thank everyone who helped them this year with moving personal
messages and thanks. Watch their video HERE or by clicking the
video below:
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Tuesday Evenings
While face to face Scouting was not possible for a few months, Wild Wolf has

continued to meet online to connect and participate in an array of activities. From
holding film festivals and Scouting skills sessions to having guest adventurers
coming along to speak to us, we’ve had a great time coming together from the

comfort of our own homes.

A New Trailer!
Until this Summer, Wild Wolf’s Sea Kayaks have been living in creaky old steel

racking just next door to our lovely canoe trailer, so we figured it was time to level the
playing field. When lockdown started the Unit’s Leadership team took the opportunity

to audit all of our paddlesport equipment, and used our spare time to do lots of
repairs. One thing that has been on the shopping list for a while is a trailer to carry

the Unit’s fleet of sea kayaks, and with time on our hands we decided that we would
buy instead an old trailer and refurbish it ourselves - new trailers cost about £4,000 -
so this would be a good way to save lots of hard-earned Unit funds. As well as being

a great project for the Leaders to get their teeth into during lockdown, it means we
ended up with something custom-built and just right for us, and, crucially, in just the

right colours!

Care Packages

To supplement our online Tuesday
meetings, all of our Explorers
received care packages with snacks,
gifts and resources to support our
remote Scouting programme. They
were a welcome surprise to jazz up
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our meetings and give us something
to do other than quizzes and
scavenger hunts. Our care packages
included everything from microwave
popcorn and film bucket lists, to
ropes for practicing knots and
activities for Tuesday meetings.

Work Days
As lucky as Wild Wolf is to have access to boats,
trailers and Scout Park, these things don’t take care
of themselves. This term and over the Summer
holiday, Wild Wolf Leaders have been working hard
to maintain the Unit’s resources, building a trailer
store for our Canoe trailer, doing gardening at Scout
Park, pouring concrete and clearing out old stores.
Meanwhile, our Explorer Quartermasters have been
cracking on with making new storage containers,
managing our sheds, and taking care of all the Unit’s
camping kit at home whilst our storage at Scout Park
has been left for months.
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Summer Paddlesports and PL Training
Despite nearly everything under the sun being cancelled this Summer, Wild
Wolf managed to squeeze in a few paddlesports sessions on the River Lea at
the end of last term when Face to Face Scouting was allowed again. We began
with Patrol Leaders-only sessions, enabling our young people to run their own
sessions, and then had a handful of really successful canoe and kayak
sessions out on the water with the rest of the Unit. Scouting has put restrictions
on the size of groups that are allowed to meet and participate in activities face-
to-face, so our PLs are going to play a crucial role in running more, smaller,
activities as Wild Wolf moves forward in a Covid-safe manner.

Youth-Led Cycle Trips
Last term, a few Explorers organised their
own independent mission to try to cycle to
Cambridge, socially-distanced of course. They
hatched a training plan and spent a few weeks
cycling out into the countryside to try and get more
comfortable cycling longer distances. Then, on one
slightly drizzly Saturday, They set out, heading
though wonderful countryside and far too many hills.
Once they arrived, they enjoyed exploring the
historic city before getting back on our bikes for the
long ride home.
   -  Oscar
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Community Help

A core value of Scouting involves
lending a hand in our community -
some of our Explorers have been
making a big difference and set up a
food bank outside their house to help
people struggling to make ends
meet. They had potatoes, canned
foods, oil and a much needed stock
of toilet roll.

Leavers
Sadly but inevitably, every member
of WWESU turns 18 and has to
leave the Unit. This term saw us say
goodbye to Jonah and Mikel.
Although we will miss them a lot, we
wish them all the best in continuing
their Scouting activities in Network or
maybe even back at WWESU one
day. We're sure we'll end up carrying
on seeing a lot of them either way!
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Connect with us! See more of what we do through our social media and blog:

Facebook Twitter Instagram Website Email YouTube

Share this email Tweet this email Forward this email

Copyright © 2019 Wild Wolf ESU, All rights reserved. 
 

Our mailing address is: 
wildwolfesu@gmail.com 

 
Feel free to contact us with any questions, feedback, inquiries, suggestions, compliments etc. 

 
Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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